DOG

PET CARE TIPS

IDENTIFICATION Outfit your dog with a collar
and ID tag that includes your name, address,
and telephone number. It should not be tight; two
fingers should slip easily under the collar. Have your dog
microchipped by your vet to ensure that your dog will be
returned to you, even if his collar came off.
OFF PROPERTY, ON LEASH Your dog should never
be allowed to roam outside of your home or fenced yard.

time.

PROPER PROTECTION A fenced yard with a
doghouse is a bonus; however, dogs should never
be left outside alone or for extended periods of

SPAY OR NEUTER Your pet will live longer, be
healthier, and have fewer behavior problems, by spaying
or neutering. And you’ll help reduce overpopulation.
HEALTHY DIET Provide a balanced diet,
including 24/7 access to fresh water. Ask your
vet what and how often to feed your dog. Dietary needs
change as dogs get older, and a dog’s teeth should be
cleaned and monitored regularly to ensure he can eat
properly.
ENROLL IN A TRAINING CLASS Positive
training allows you to control behavior safely and
humanely, and enhances the bond you share.
GET ACTIVE Give your dog enough exercise to keep
him physically fit, but not exhausted. Most dog owners
combine playing with their canine companion and
walking him twice a day.
Be loyal to and patient with your faithful dog
and he will reward you with years of
love and companionship!

CAT

SAFETY FIRST Keep your cat indoors, confined
to your property or walked on a harness and
leash. Always use a cat carrier when transporting. Secure
your window screens and keep drawers, closets, and
cupboards and the washer and dryer closed.
COLLAR AND ID Outfit your cat with a breakaway
collar and ID with your name, address, and phone number.
SPAY OR NEUTER YOUR CAT This will keep him
healthier and help decrease the number of cats put down
every year due to overpopulation.
MEAL TIME Feed your cat a balanced diet
and provide fresh water 24/7. Know your cat’s
nutritional needs, or ask your vet.
A CLEAN LITTER BOX Cats are naturally fastidious,
and will instinctively use a litter box; just show yours
where it is. Scoop the box at least once daily and
periodically wash it with dish liquid and hot water.
GROOMING Cats should be brushed regularly to
keep their coats and skin healthy, prevent matting,
and reduce shedding and hairballs. Clip their claws to
keep them from growing into their paw.
TRAINING With repeated, gentle and consistent
training, your cat will learn the house rules. Use a squirt
gun, whistle, or other noisemaking device to startle.
PLAYTIME Regular play sessions will provide
physical and mental stimulation and strengthen
your bond. Toys, scratching posts and cat grass distract
cats from your belongings. Provide a comfortable window
perch for when it’s time to rest.
Cats are among the most popular housepets,
giving years of love and enjoyment to their owners.
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Safety is Our #1 Goal™
Visit our Safety Education Page Our perspective on safety goes beyond the confines of storage. Working
with City Police and Fire Departments we have authored a variety of safety messages for around the home and
travel. To share those with those you care about, please visit our Safety and Education page online.
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